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Video Server (GV-VS2800/2820) Version History 

 

Firmware V1.16 2020-10-22 

The version history applies to the following models: 

 GV-VS2820 / 2800 

Modified: 

 Certain audio codec removed 

 Copyright notices accessible on the Web UI 

 

Firmware V1.13 2019-10-14 

The version history applies to the following models: 

 GV-VS2820 / 2800 

New: 

 Support for IEEE 802.1X 

 Maximum number of connections through RTSP increased from 25 to 34 

 Maximum number of streaming increased from 17 to 34 

Modified: 

 Default Administrator and Guest user accounts no longer supported 

Fixed: 

 Certain hard disk incompatibilities 
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Firmware V1.11 2019-02-26 

The version history applies to the following models: 

 GV-VS2800 

 GV-VS2820 

New 

 Support for input functions through ONVIF protocol 

Fixed: 

 Inability to set Remote Directory for FTP server 

 Inability to disable Guest account 

 Chances of audio in glitch resulting in crackling and/or muting 
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Firmware V1.10 2019-01-04 

The version history applies to the following models: 

 GV-VS2800 

 GV-VS2820 

 

New 

 Support for OSD text overlay for camera name, date and time on videos over RTSP protocol 

 

 
 

Firmware V1.09 2018-10-05 

The version history applies to the following models: 

 GV-VS2800 

 GV-VS2820 

 

Fixed 

 Chances of connection failure to GV-Eye after changing the ViewLog Server’s port number 

 
 
 

Firmware V1.08 2018-09-10 

The version history applies to the following models: 

 GV-VS2800 

 GV-VS2820 

Fixed: 

 Chances of connection failure when connecting to Vivotek NVRs through RTSP protocol 

 Inability to integrate and initiate CGI scripts 
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Firmware V1.07 2018-09-03 

New: 

 Support for Smart Streaming of H.264 video stream 

 Support for ROI function of H.264 video stream 

 Support for Multicast function for mass remote access through RTSP protocol 

Changed: 

 Firmware encryption requiring firmware of V1.02 or earlier to upgrade to V1.03 before 

upgrading to V1.07 or later 

Fixed: 

 Striped, blurred moving objects on images with 960H resolutions 

 Connection and video recording issues when connected to Vivotek NVRs 

 

 

 

Firmware V1.04 2018-03-01 

Changed: 

 The maximum number of RTSP connections increased from 16 to 25 
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Firmware V1.03 2018-01-23 

New: 

 Support for D-Link DWM-222 mobile broadband device  

 Support for advanced IP filtering functions  

 Support for 3 MP and 4 MP analog cameras (18 fps at 3 MP per channel / 15 fps at 4 MP per 

channel) 

 Support for motion detection when connecting to GV-SNVR0411 through RTSP 

Changed: 

 Warning messages added to urge users to change default and weak Administrator username 

and password 

 PSIA protocol no longer supported 

 RTSP function enabled by default 

 Support for loading default without having to reset the device  

 The user interface for camera and streaming selection improved 

Fixed: 

 Garbled words shown on the user interface when the language is set to German  

 Inability to resume connection when being disconnected through RTSP 

 Possible malfunction of the device when connecting to Vivotek ND9541 

 Possible delay of the live view when using RTSP as the connection protocol 

 Inability to change the bitrate and VBR on certain third-party software connected through 

ONVIF  

 Black screen occurred when changing any of the video attributes on the connected 

ExacqVision VMS  

 Possible malfunction of the device when changing GOP values on certain third-party software 

connected through RTSP 

 Certain network security vulnerabilities 
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